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Atomistic simulation of KCl transport in charged silicon
nanochannels: Interfacial effects
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Abstract

Electroosmotic flow is an important fluid transport mechanism in nanofluidic systems. In this paper, we investigate the ion distribution and
velocity profiles of KCl solution in two oppositely charged silicon nanochannels by using molecular dynamics simulations. The continuum
theories, based on the Poisson–Boltzmann equation and the Navier–Stokes equations, predict that the distribution of the counter-ions, water
flux and ionic conductivity in the two oppositely charged channels are the same. However, molecular dynamics simulations show very different
results. First, the counter-ion distributions are substantially different in the two channels. Second, the water flux and ionic conductivity in the
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two channels differ by a factor of more than three. Third, the co-ion fluxes are in the opposite direction. The different counter-ion distr
in the two channels are attributed to the different size of the K+ and Cl− ions and the discreteness of the water molecules, and the asymm
dependence of the water and ion transport is attributed to the asymmetric dependence of the hydrogen bonding of water near th
silicon surface, which influences the dynamic behavior of interfacial water significantly.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Electroosmotic flow is widely encountered in many bio-
logical and engineering systems[1,2]. The basic concept of
electroosmotic flow can be summarized as follows: when an
ionic solution is in contact with a charged surface, an electri-
cal double layer (EDL) with a net positive or negative charge
develops near the surface. If an external electrical field is
applied in the direction tangential to the surface, the fluid will
be dragged by the moving ions in the EDL and an electroos-
motic transport is generated. The most important observables
in electroosmotic flow are the ion distribution and the ve-
locity profile in the channel. Because of its scalability and
ease-of-control, electroosmotic transport is widely used in
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many microfluidic systems, and its application in nanofluid
systems is gaining increasing attention in the recent ye
[3–6]. For example, Bohn and co-workers studied the eff
of surface charge and ionic strength on the electroosm
transport through nuclear-track-etched nanopore membr
[5], in which the pore diameter is on the order of 10–100 n
More recently, nanopores as narrow as one nanometer
been fabricated by using focused ion beam drilling, a
electrokinetic transport in these nanopores has been stu
experimentally[7,8].

Modeling and simulation of electroosmotic flow i
nanometer wide channels can address many of the fun
mental issues currently facing the design of nanofluid
systems[6]. At present, the simulation of electroosmot
flow is primarily based on the classical continuum theori
i.e., the Poisson–Boltzmann equation for the ion distribut
and Navier–Stokes equations for the fluid transport[9–11].
In the Poisson–Boltzmann equation, the ions are mode
as point charges and the water is modeled as a dielec
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continuum. Therefore, the molecular nature of the ion and
the discreteness of the water molecules are not accounted
for in the Poisson–Boltzmann equation. Likewise, in the
Navier–Stokes equations, water is modeled as a continuum
medium with a constant viscosity, and the effect of the
surface–water interactions is accounted for as a velocity
boundary condition. Therefore, the physics at the atomistic
length scales, such as density oscillations near the surface,
and the effect of confinement are not accounted for. Though
these atomistic details may be neglected in microscale
channels, they can become dominant in nanofluidic systems,
where the surface-to-volume ratio is very high and the
critical dimension is comparable to the size of the fluid
molecules.

Atomistic simulation, and in particular Molecular Dy-
namics (MD) simulation, is an important tool to study fluid
flow in nanometer wide channels. In an MD simulation,
ion–ion, ion–wall and ion–water interactions are calculated
explicitly, the trajectory of the system is integrated by
using classical mechanics and various measurables, e.g., ion
concentration and bulk velocity, are obtained from statistical
averaging. By using proper interaction potentials between
the atoms in the system, an MD simulation can provide a
quantitative understanding of the various physical processes
involved without relying on the many assumptions built into
the continuum theory. However, MD simulations are usually
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2. Simulation methods

Fig. 1shows the schematic diagram of the channel system.
The system consists of a slab of KCl solution (or water) sand-
wiched between two channel walls. Each wall is made up of
four layers of silicon atoms oriented in the〈1 1 1〉 direction.
The lateral dimensions of the channel wall are 4.66 nm×
4.22 nm. The channel width, defined as the distance between
the two innermost wall layers, is 3.49 nm. The silicon atoms
in the innermost layer of the channel wall (layer I of the lower
channel wall and its counterpart in the upper channel wall,
seeFig. 1) were assigned small partial charges to produce
the desired surface charge density,σs. Water is modeled by
using the SPC/E model[26] and ions are modeled as charged
Lennard–Jones (LJ) atoms. The LJ parameters for the OO
and Si O pairs were taken from the Gromacs force field[27],
and the LJ parameters for the ion–ion and ion–O pairs were
taken from[28].

Non-equilibrium MD simulations were performed with
a modified Gromacs 3.0.5[27]. Instead of using a non-
equilibrium MD simulation, electroosmotic flow can also be
investigated by using the linear response theory and equilib-
rium MD simulations[17]. Periodic boundary conditions are
used in thex- andy-directions. The temperature of the fluid
was maintained at 300 K by coupling the fluid atoms to a
Nose thermostat[29]. To avoid biasing the velocity profile,
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omputationally very expensive, and compared to the co
um simulations, they are relatively less widely employe
resent. The few studies on electroosmotic flow in nanoc
els using MD indicated that to describe the ion distribut
ccurately, one needs to account for the molecular n
f the water/ions in detail, and to model the velocity pro
ccurately, one needs to account for the fluid–surface int

ions on the transport properties of interfacial fluids[12–18].
hough the finite size effect of ions has been accounte

n many theoretical studies on the ion distribution in
lectrical double layer[19–23], the influence of the mole
lar nature of water on the ion distribution is beginning
raw a significant attention only recently[24,25]. Similarly,
ven though the effect of surface–fluid interactions on
ransport properties of fluid has already been realized[1,2], a
olecular level understanding of the mechanism is curr
issing.
In this paper, we present a study of the electroosm

ransport and ionic conductivity of a KCl solution in tw
ilicon nanochannels with opposite surface charge dens
pecifically, we investigated how the ion distribution is
uenced by the finite size of the ion and the water molec
nd how the electroosmotic transport is influenced by
urface–fluid interactions. The rest of the paper is organ
s follows: in Section2we present the MD simulation detai

n Section3, we discuss ion distributions in nanochann
nd in Section4, we discuss how the dynamic properties

nterfacial water, and thus the electroosmotic flow, are in
nced by the surface charge. Finally, Section5 presents th
onclusions.
nly the velocity component in the direction orthogonal to
ow was thermostated[30]. The electrostatic interactions a
omputed by using the PME algorithm with a slab correc
31], and all other interactions are computed by using a
ff scheme with a cut-off radius of 1.1 nm. Other simula
etails can be found in[14]. Starting from a random confi
ration, the system was simulated for 1.0 ns to reach st
tate. After that, a production run of 5–15 ns was perform
he electroosmotic flow was driven by an external elect
eld, Eext, applied along the channel in thex-direction. Be
ause of the extremely high thermal noise, a strong elec
eld (|Eext| = 0.25 V/nm) was used in our simulations so t
he fluid velocity can be retrieved with reasonable accu
able 1summarizes the simulations performed in this pa

. Ion distribution in nanochannels

Fig. 2shows the concentration profiles of Cl− ion and wa
er across the channel for case 1, where the surface c
ensity is 0.13 C/m2. The co-ion (K+ ion) concentration i
ot shown as its magnitude is small and thus its contribu

o the electroosmotic flow is also small. The Cl− ion concen
ration obtained from the Poisson–Boltzmann (PB) equa
see[14] for details on the PB equation and its numer
olution) is also shown for comparison. In solving the
quation, the dielectric constant of water is taken as 80

he position of the wall is taken to coincide with the fi
oncentration peak of the Cl− ion obtained from the MD
imulation. We observe that (1) the first concentration p
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of the counter-ion (Cl− ion) is about 81% higher compared to
the PB prediction, and (2) the counter-ion concentration does
not decrease monotonically to its value in the channel center
as PB equation predicts. These observations are similar to
those reported in[13,14]. As discussed in[14], the first ob-
servation is mainly caused by the attractive non-electrostatic
interactions between the Cl− ion and the channel wall atoms,
and the second observation is mainly caused by the interac-
tions between the ion and its hydration water molecules, and
is strongly correlated to the oscillation of the water concen-
tration near the surface.

Fig. 3shows the concentration profiles of K+ ion and water
across the channel for case 2, where the surface charge den-
sity is −0.13 C/m2. Since the PB equation does not account
for the different size of K+ and Cl− ions, the K+ ion concen-
tration in case 2 obtained from the PB equation is identical to
that of the Cl− ion concentration in case 1 (σs = 0.13 C/m2).
However, MD simulation indicated that the K+ ion concen-
tration in case 2 is substantially different from that of the Cl−
ion concentration in case 1. Specifically, the K+ ion concen-
tration profile shows two distinct peaks, which are located
at 0.27 and 0.50 nm away from the channel surface. Such a
difference is mainly caused by the different size of the K+
and Cl− ions (the bare diameter of a K+ and a Cl− ion are
0.27 and 0.36 nm, respectively[32]) and the discreteness of
t
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For example, a similar analysis for Cl− ion distribution in
case 1 indicated that the hydration number of the Cl− ion
reaches a maximum at a position of 0.60 nm away from the
channel surface, and this give rise to a very weak peak in the
Cl− concentration profile at a position of 0.62 nm away from
the channel surface.

4. Electroosmotic flow in nanochannels

4.1. Water and ion transport

Fig. 5compares the water velocity profiles for cases 1 and
2 as obtained from continuum and MD simulations. In the
continuum simulation, we used the ion distribution obtained
from the MD simulation as input to the Stokes equation:

d

dz

(
µ

dueo(z)

dz

)
+

N∑
i=1

ez̃ici(z)Eext = 0 (1)

whereueo(z) andci(z) are the electroosmotic velocity and
ion concentration across the channel, respectively,µ is the
dynamic viscosity of the fluid,N is the number of ion species
in the channel (hereN = 2), e is the electron charge (i.e.,
1.6 × 10−19 C), andz̃i is the valency of ioni. The continuum
theory predicts a similar velocity in both cases (the prediction
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In an electrolyte solution, the water molecules near an

re loosely bonded to the ion due to the strong charge–d
nteractions between the ion and the water molecules. T
ater molecules are usually referred to as the hydration w
f the ion. As the charge–dipole interactions between a
nd its hydration water are highly attractive, losing part o
f its hydration water is an energetically unfavorable pro

or an ion. The accumulation of counter-ions very clos
he channel wall (z ≈ 0.27 nm) is primarily due to the ion
on and ion–surface interactions. The second peak obs
t z ≈ 0.50 nm is due to the accumulation of counter-i

o maximize the number of their hydration water molecu
o understand this quantitatively, we computed the hy
ion number of K+ ion across the channel in case 2. T
ydration number of an ion is defined as the number of

er molecules within the first hydration shell of an ion,
he radius of the first hydration shell (rmin) is usually define
s the location of the first minimum of the ion–water ra
istribution function (RDF)[33]. The radius of the hydratio
hell of a K+ ion is found to be 0.37 nm (seeFig. 4(c)). Fig.
(a) and (b) show the correlation between the concentr
istribution and hydration number of the K+ ion in case 2
e observe that the second K+ ion concentration peak corr

ponds very well with the maximum of the K+ ion hydration
umber in the channel. This confirms that the second con

ration peak of the K+ ion concentration is mainly caused
he interactions between the K+ ion and its hydration wate
olecules. Since the charge–dipole interactions betwe

on and its hydration water molecules are weaker for la
ons, the hydration effect is less important for the larger i
ould be identical if the ion concentrations are obtaine
olving the Poisson–Boltzmann equation), while the MD
ults predict thatueo in a negatively charged channel is mu
igher compared to that in a positively charged channel

he difference inueo between the two cases is mainly due
he different velocity behavior in the region of about 5Åfrom
he channel wall.

In addition to the water transport, we also studied the i
ransport. In the present simulations, the fluxJi for an ionic
peciei has two components, namely, an electrical migra
omponent

mig
i =

∫ W

0
µe

i (z)z̃ici(z)Eext dz (2)

nd a convection component

eo
i =

∫ W

0
ueo(z)ci(z) dz (3)

hereµe
i (z) is the electrophoretic mobility of ioni at position

, W is the channel width. The conductivity of the electro
n the channel is given by

=
N∑

i=1

z̃ieJi

WEext
(4)

Table 2 shows the ionic fluxes and their various co
onents in cases 1 and 2. The ionic fluxes are dramat
ifferent in the two cases. Specifically, (a) the counter
ux density in case 2 is 4.38 times of that in case 1, an
he co-ion fluxes are in the opposite direction. Observa
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Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the channel system under investigation. The
two channel walls are symmetrical with respect to the channel center line.
The channel widthW is defined as the distance between the two innermost
wall layers. For the coordinate system chosen,z = 0 corresponds to the
central plane of the channel system.

(a) can be understood by noting that both the convection and
the electrical migration components of the counter-ion flux
are stronger in case 2 than in case 1. Observation (b) can
be understood by noting that though the electrical migration
components of the co-ion fluxes are comparable in both
cases, the convection component of the co-ion flux in case 2
is much stronger than that of case 1. The strong convection
component dominates the overall co-ion transport in case 2,
and this leads to the opposite overall transport of the co-ions.
Table 2also shows that the ionic conductivity in case 2 is
3.77 times of that of case 1, even though the number of ions
and magnitude of the surface charge are identical in both
cases.

Phenomenologically, the above results can be attributed
to the different dynamic behavior of the water and ions
near the charged surfaces, i.e., the water viscosityµ is
much higher (and the counter-ion mobilityµe

i (z) is lower)
near a positively charged surface compared to that near a
negatively charged surface. The dependence of the water
viscosity and the ion mobility on the surface charge has been
reported, and was mainly attributed to the layering effect
of water, the strong electrical field near the surface and the
high local ion concentration[2,1]. However, the asymmetric
effect of surface charge, to our knowledge, is not known,
and it is difficult to explain such an asymmetric effect by the
aforementioned mechanisms. This is because, in both cases,
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Fig. 2. Cl− ion and water concentration profiles across the channel in case
1 (σs = 0.13 C/m2).

Fig. 3. K+ ion and water concentration profiles across the channel in case
2 (σs = −0.13 C/m2).

Fig. 4. (a) Variation of the hydration number for the K+ ion across the
channel in case 2 (σs = −0.13 C/m2). (b) K+ ion concentration across the
channel for case 2. (c) Radial distribution function of K+-water in the bulk.
he water concentration near the surface is very similar
σs| is identical. We have also performed simulations u
ther electrolytes, e.g., NaF, for which the ion distributi

n the two oppositely charged channels are only slig
ifferent, but similar asymmetric effects were obser
herefore, the asymmetric effects are not caused by
ifferent ion distribution near the channel surface. We
how that such asymmetric effects originate mainly from
ifferent hydrogen bonding of the interfacial water in the
ases.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the velocity profile for cases 1 and 2, as obtained from
the continuum theory and MD simulations. In the continuum simulation, a
no-slip boundary condition is applied at a position of 0.16 nm from the
surface – this is consistent with the MD observation. A constant viscosity of
µ = 0.736 mPa s is used.

4.2. Hydrogen bonding of the interfacial water

Hydrogen bonding (HB) plays a crucial role in determin-
ing the various properties of water, e.g., viscosity, surface
tension, and temperature dependence of density. Because o
its importance in determining the properties of the interfacial
water, the hydrogen bonding of interfacial water has been
studied extensively in the past[34–39]. These studies have
greatly improved our understanding of the structure and dy-

F
t rface
d ce
d

namics of the interfacial water. However, there are relatively
few studies on how the hydrogen bonding is influenced by the
surface charge, which is ubiquitous in nanofluidic systems.

To study the influence of surface charge on the hydrogen
bonding of interfacial water, we performed equilibrium MD
simulation for case 3, where the lower and upper wall have a
charge density of +0.13 C/m2 and−0.13 C/m2, respectively.
The system contains 2114 water molecules and no ions. There
is no applied external electrical field. We adopted the geomet-
ric definition of hydrogen bonding used in[40], namely, two
water molecules are considered to be hydrogen-bonded if (a)
the O O distance is less than 3.5Å, and (b) the OH · · ·O
angle (hydrogen bond angleθHB), is less than 30◦. To charac-
terize the hydrogen bonding of the water molecules, we intro-
duce a bonding percentagepHB = nHB/nr=0.35 [39], where
nHB is the number of water molecules that are hydrogen-
bonded to a given water molecule, andnr=0.35 is the total
number of water molecules that are within 0.35 nm from the
given water molecule. A highpHB corresponds to a state that
water molecules are highly bond-ordered, and the water be-
haves more “ice-like”.

Fig. 6(a) and (b) show the variation of the average number
of hydrogen bonds [nHB(z)] that a water molecule partici-
pates in and the bonding percentage [pHB(z)] as a function of
the distance between the water molecule and the positively
and negatively charged surfaces. We observe that, near both
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ig. 6. (a) The variation of the average number of hydrogen bonds [nHB(z)]
hat a water molecule participates in, as a function of the water–su
istance. (b) Bonding percentagepHB(z) as a function of water–surfa
istance.
f
urfaces, thoughnHB(z) decreases as we approach the c
el surface (z < 0.40 nm), the bonding percentagepHB(z)

ncreases at the same time. We also observe that bothnHB(z)
ndpHB(z) are notably higher near the positively char
urface than near a negatively charged surface. This ind
hat the water near a positively charged surface shows a h
egree of hydrogen bonding compared to that near a

ively charged surface, i.e., the surface charge has an a
etric effect on the hydrogen bonding of interfacial wate
olecular level understanding of such a phenomena c
btained by analyzing the orientation of the OH bond of the

nterfacial water molecules and considering the directi
reference for hydrogen bonding between water molec

Fig. 7(a) shows the density profile of the oxygen ato
ear the charged surface, andFig. 7(b) and (c) show the or
ntation distribution of the OH bond of the water molecule
ear the positively and the negatively charged surface
pectively. When the surface is positively charged, the OH
onds of the water molecules at point 1 are oriented m
t 50–95◦ with respect to the surface, indicating that the OH
onds of the water molecule point mainly away or para

o the surface. As the water moves away from the sur
ne of its O H bonds tends to point towards the surface

ts second OH bond tends to point away from the surfa
uch an orientation pattern helps to maximize the numb
ydrogen bonds. For example, a water molecule at po
an serve as hydrogen bond donor and acceptor for the
olecules above it (e.g., water at points 2 and 3) at the

ime. Because a large amount of OH bonds of the water a
oints 2 and 3 orient at 90–110◦, it is not difficult for water
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Fig. 7. (a) Oxygen atom density profile of the water molecules near the positively and the negatively charged wall in case 3. (b) and (c) Probability distribution
for the O H bond orientation of water near the positively charged wall and the negatively charged wall, respectively. The curves in panels (b) and (c) correspond
to the different locations of the oxygen atom as shown in panel (a), e.g., curve 1 of panel (b) shows the OH bond orientation of the water molecules whose
oxygen atom is located at point 1 in panel (a).

Table 1
Summary of the simulations performed

Case no. Lower/upper
wall charge
density (C/m2)

Molecules in system water/K+/Cl− Eext (V/nm) Simulation time (ns)

1 0.13/0.13 2094/3/35 −0.25 16
2 −0.13/ − 0.13 2124/35/3 0.25 16
3 0.13/-0.13 2114/0/0 0 6

molecules at point 1 (acceptor) and points 2 and 3 (donor) to
form hydrogen bonds.

However, the situation is quite different near the negatively
charged surface.Fig. 7(c) indicates that for water molecules at
point 1, one of their OH bonds points towards the surface,
and the second OH bond orients at 60–90◦. As the water
molecules move away from the surface, such a bimodal dis-
tribution becomes weaker and at point 6, most of the OH
bonds orient at 100–130◦. Compared to that near a positively
charged surface, such an orientation pattern is less favorable
for maximizing the number of hydrogen bonds. For example,
water molecules at point 1 can form at most three hydrogen
bonds with its neighbors as one of its OH bonds points to-
wards the surface. In addition, for a water molecule at point 3,
its O H bond orientation has a large component atθ > 110◦.
Though it can still serve as donor for the hydrogen bond with

Table 2
Ionic flux density and conductivity in electroosmotic flowsa

Case 1 (σs = 0.13 C/m2) Case 2 (σs = −0.13 C/m2)

Counter-ion flux (kmol/m2 s)
Jeo

Cl− = 2.264 Jeo
K+ = 12.915

J
mig
Cl− = 3.612 J

mig
K+ = 12.805

JCl− = 5.876 JK+ = 25.720

Co-ion flux (kmol/m2 s)
Jeo

K+ = 0.412 Jeo
Cl− = 1.503

J
mig
K+ = −1.210 J

mig
Cl− = −0.969

JK+ = −0.798 JCl− = 0.534

Conductivity (S/m)
κ1 = 2.571 κ2 = 9.704

a A flux is denoted positive if it is in the positivex-direction, and negative
otherwise.
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water at points 1 and 2, such a hydrogen bond will break eas-
ily. This is because for a water at point 3 to form an optimal
hydrogen bond (i.e., a hydrogen bond with a hydrogen bond
angleθHB = 0) with water at points 1 and 2, its OH bond
orientation angle cannot exceed 102◦ (thez-direction spacing
between points 1 and 3 is 0.6Å; assuming a hydrogen bond
length of 3.0Å, we have the OH bond orientation with re-
spect to the horizontal line to be sin−1(0.6/3) ≈ 12◦). From
this discussion, it is clear that the different hydrogen bonding
characteristics for water near two oppositely charged sur-
faces is mainly caused by the different orientation of water
near the charged surfaces. The dynamic properties of wa-
ter depend strongly on the hydrogen bonding of the water
molecules. For example, compared to liquids with similar
molecular weight, water has a very large viscosity (at 293 K,
the dynamic viscosity of water is 1.0 mPa s, while that ofn-
pentane is only 0.24 mPa s though the latter has a molecular
weight four times that of water[41]). A stronger hydrogen
bonding between the water molecules retards the passage of
water molecules around each other, and thus leads to a higher
viscosity. Therefore, the asymmetric dependence of the hy-
drogen bonding of interfacial water on the surface charge will
lead to the asymmetric dependence of the viscosity of the in-
terfacial water on the surface charge, which further leads to
the asymmetric dependence of the electroosmotic transport
on the surface charge.
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